THE MARRYTIME DREAM!
1. THIS IS THE "MARRYTIME" DREAM, & it's the morning of March 30, 1981. I had this funny little dream early this morning or just before I woke up some time, & it was really sort of funny, almost amusing. I don't know just what it means but I guess I'd better tell it because it's so clear.

2. IT'S LIKE THE "KID-POWER" SHOW WAS ON VIDEO, & DICON & HEIDI & KOA WERE LEADING. It was as though Dicon was teaching a school class of kids & he was leading the show, almost like it was supposed to be an educational class. He was quite a handsome young teenager & seemed to be a little older than he is now, & I know that Heidi was because of something I'm going to tell you:

3. HE SAID, "TODAY WE'RE GOING TO HAVE A MARITIME LESSON! How do you suppose we spell Maritime?" --And he lifted his shirt up & the word "Maritime" was written across his chest: "MARITIME!" And everybody in the class shouted, "Maritime! M-A-R-I-T-I-M-E!" He said, "No, that's not the kind of Maritime we're going to talk about today! That's not the kind of Maritime we're talking about--what other kind of Maritime is there?"

4. AND KOA LIFTED HIS LITTLE SHIRT & THERE WAS WRITTEN ACROSS HIS CHEST: "MERETIME!" And Dicon said, "Meretime, no we're not talking about that kind of time either! Not mere time, only time." So cute little Meresha was the next one, the little girl.

5. SHE FLIPPED UP HER SKIRT WITH A BIG GRIN, & WRITTEN ACROSS HER CHEST WAS: "MERRYTIME!" Merrytime, like happy time. And she laughed, "Merrytime!" And Dicon said very seriously, "No, that's not the kind of time we're talking about either, but it's another kind of Merrytime."

6. AND AT THAT MOMENT, DEAR BEAUTIFUL HEIDI, who seemed to be an older teenager now & quite pretty, shyly & coyly lifted up her blouse to reveal two very beautiful budding bosoms which were becoming quite rounded--not nearly as young as she is now, so it must be at least two or three years from now.

7. --AND IT SAID "MARYTIME" RIGHT ACROSS HER TWO BOSOMS: The "M" was right on top of her right bosom facing the audience, & the "E" right on top of her left bosom as she faced the audience, & it was spelled M-A-R-I-T-I-M-E. Marytime. And Dicon said, "That's right, that's our subject for today!"

8. HE SAID, "NOW I'M GOING TO PONTIFICATE ON THAT", & HE BEGAN TO PREACH! And I mean, he was really preaching! I thought, "My God, he's become a preacher!" And he was really pontificating for sure! I'm not even too sure exactly what that word "pontificate" means! Do you know what it means? I think I've heard it before. I think it means some kind of holy pious preaching or something, I'll have to look it up to find out for sure, but that was the point.

9. SO HE WENT ON TO PREACHING ABOUT HOW THAT MARRYTIME WAS VERY IMPORTANT, because it leads up to one more Marrytime, & guess what that was? Finally, he lifts up his shirt, & across his big broad chest is written a new word: "MARRYTIME!" --It's Marrytime! --And he looked like it, & Heidi looked like it, & he went on preaching about why young people should get married early, & it's time to marry, Marrytime! So PTL Hailelujah! There is the funny little dream about Marrytime!
10. IT'S FUNNY HEIDI SHOULD HAVE THE "MARYTIME" ON HER CHEST, she looked like Mary the young saint, the angelic Holy Virgin for sure! PTL! Hallelujah! TYL! But according to Dicon's sermon, it was time, apparently, for her to get married, & I think maybe him too. So it kind of fits in with our dissertation upon "Child Brides"! (No.902.) But that was a funny little dream I had, each one was baring their bosoms & showing us a different word, like it was a funny little school lesson he was teaching! PTL! (A great Skit!)

11. THEY WERE AT LEAST TWO OR THREE YEARS OLDER THAN THEY ARE NOW. They were almost fullgrown teenagers, & quite obviously sexually developed from the size of Heidi's bosoms that were nice & big & round! They weren't too big but just well-rounded, beautiful! And she was just gorgeous, just like a flower in full bloom! And Dicon was so handsome, big & manly, & he was preaching away!

12. OH, I ALMOST FORGOT! ONE THING I THOUGHT WAS, "MY, THIS GUY'S GOING TO PONTIFICATE, it means he's going to preach." And it was almost like he didn't pay any attention to me anymore, like I wasn't even there. And I thought to myself, "Well, PTL! The younger generation's taken over & I won't have to do any preaching anymore, or so much preaching anymore!"

13. YOU KNOW, THEY TALK ABOUT BARING YOUR CHEST & DELIVERING YOUR SOUL, like that was the burden of their bosoms! Each one was suggesting a different type of Marytime! Oh, I remember saying to Heidi, "Well, that's very good, Heidi, it has a lot to do with Mary, it's like Mary, & you remind me of Mary!" I was really talking to her & trying to encourage her that she wasn't completely mistaken, but it was almost like that, for dedication like Mary's leads up to it.

14. DEAR MARY, YOU KNOW, WAS A CHILD BRIDE, & AN UNWED MOTHER AT THAT! Just think, the Lord trusted a teenage girl with His Only Son, a young teenage girl at that! That ought to be an encouragement to our young teenagers as well as their parents, who are usually the biggest problems when it comes to teenage marriages!

15. WELL, HERE'S WHAT THE DICTIONARY SAYS ABOUT "TO PONTIFICATE": It says it means "to perform the functions of a Pope or Bishop, to speak pompously & authoritatively with airs of infallibility." That's just the way he was talking! Like he was speaking the absolute unchallenged truth & no one could possibly deny it! He was really speaking with authority, God bless him, like he was a real prophet of God! I suppose they'd say that I pontificate because I speak with absolute authority & conviction that I'm right, 'cause I know I'm right!--Ha!--So!--

16. HAVE YOU REACHED YOUR MARRY-TIME, Young Man?--Young Woman?--Will you let them, Parents? Have you the faith for God to have His will & "let them marry"?--"For it is better to marry than to burn! ...If thou marry, thou hast not sinned!...The time is short."--1Cor.7:9,28,29. PTL! GBY! May He give you the faith for "MARYTIME!" --In Jesus' name, amen.